Y3Show and Share (February 2020) Parent Questionnaire Analysis
100% of the parents said they found the session useful. Comments included:


Very much-a lovely start to the day



Really enjoyed it. Great fun!



Really useful. I enjoyed seeing how confident the children were.
The parents said that the following worked well in the session:



It was so lovely to see the children have a chance to reflect on the key message.



The lights being off during collective worship and the peaceful, quiet start to the day.



I loved the prayer tree.



It was very calming and made you think about things in a deeper way.



It was a really engaging lesson. With all children focused on the task.



Lovely environment for the children to learn.



Very engaging and useful. The children applied prior knowledge they had learnt in a very
creative way.
100% of the parents said that the session had given them ideas about how to
support their child at home.
What would you change about the session?
All the comments from parents were positive; some extra suggestions were made:



Not from my view. It was extremely well presented.



No need. It was more than adequate.



It was great., so nothing has to be changed.
Sample of other comments:



Really engaging. A lot of learning was happening.



The activity was brilliant to see how the children can use the IPADS.



A very useful lesson



It was nice to see the children being active in the lesson and participating.



A lot of thought went in to the lesson. Thank you.



I enjoyed the interactive nature of the lesson. I thought it was nice how the children
shared their work with everyone at the end.



The pupils all seemed engaged in the session and with their learning. Thanks. I really
enjoyed it.

